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ABSTRACT

During the last four decades the nature and size of socio-economic benefits accruing

from a transport investment have been investigated by researchers using different types

of models. However, Tinbergen ( 1957 ) probably made the first attempt to find a

practical method of measuring benefits of a road investment by developing a spatial price

equilibrium model of a multiregional economy. His calculations showed that the

economy-wide benefits of the road investment in his model, were much larger than

transport cost savings for initial traffic flow. Since then his model has served as a source

of inspiration for researchers in the area of transportation and economic development

and growth, see for example, Bos and Koyck ( 1961 );, Liew and Liew ( 1984 ) and

Kanemoto and Mera ( 1985 ). In this paper it is shown that the results in Tinbergen's

model crucially depend on two of his assumptions, namely (1 ) transport services in his

model can be acquired without any sacrifice of real resources and (2 ) the increases in

production involves no opportunity costs. The paper also pinpoints that adjustment of

these factors in his model makes national income increases, due to transport investment,

equal to transport cost savings for initial traffic plus gains to newly generated traffic.
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Introduction

Historically, road investments have been regarded as a dominant

factor in determining industrial growth by reducing the pro-

duction and distribution cost of the existing industrial output

and through creating new production possibilities. A commonly

prevailing intuition is that transportation system improvements

are quantitatively and qualitatively unique as compared to other

investment activities in an economy. Such a view is reflected in

much of the theoretical and empirical research work on the

nature and magnitude of transportation improvement benefits.

Examples of research work on the relationship between infra-

structural road investments and economic development are

Tinbergen (1957), Bos and Koyck (1961), Mohring and Harwitz

(1962), Friedlaender (1965), Brown and Harral (1965), Mc Kain
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on infrastructure and economic development, held on October 10-11,
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(1965), Mohring and Williamson (1969), Dodgson (1974) and

(1984), Peaker (1976), Botham (1980), Friedlaender and Spady

(1980), Sharp (1980), Sasaki (1982), Liew and Liew (1984),

Kanemoto and Mera (1985), Mackie and Simon (1986), Moon (1987),

Quarmby (1989), Anderstig and Mattson (1989), Aschauer (1989)

and Forkenbrock and Foster (1990).

In the practical road appraisal manuals (see COBA and OBJEKT-

ANALYS, the benefit calculation computer models used by the

national road administrations in Great Britain and Sweden

respectively) the benefits of road construction projects are

measured in terms of transport cost savings for existing

traffic. It is generally assumed that gains to generated traffic

are negligible.

Professor Tinbergen's study in which he attempted to devise

practical methods for the appraisal of road projects is one of

the pioneer works in this area . The spectacular results and

conclusions of his model have been frequently referred to and

dicscussed in the works of other researchers in this field.

However, the factors behind these results have not been

thoroughly investigated.

A proof of Professor Tinbergen's immortality is that during the

past three decades his model has served as a source of

inspiration for scientists with a conviction that true magnitude

of road investment benefits must be substantially larger than

that represented by transport cost savings for existing traffic.

In fact, there is a common consensus about this thesis in the



case of underdeveloped economies with plenty of unexploited

resources. The reason is that road investments may on one hand

facilitate the use of idle natural resources and on the other

they may also lead to the extension of markets for final goods

by exploiting scale economies. As regards industrially mature

economies with fully employed resources, the disagreement about

the nature and size of road investment benefits is rather wide-

spread.

The purpose of this paper is to point at the crucial assumptions

underpinning the results of Tinbergens model and to explain how

the conclusions drawn in his study are altered by alternative

assumptions. To start with, a brief description of Tinbergens

model is much appropriate.

The basic framework of Tinbergen's model

The numerical example used by Tinbergen is based on the spatial

equilibrium analysis of three regions. For each region demand

and supply functions are specified. The interregional commodity

flows give rise to transport costs. The main feature of the

model is that reductions in transportation costs due to

improvements in road net work connecting the regions, lead to

changes in relative prices and thus affect the structure of

production and consumption in the economy.

The initial situation in the model is characterized by an inter-

regional money flow matrix, a set of equilibrium prices and a



matrix of transportation coefficients. The expenditure on each

good by a region is derived by using this information along with

the given data on share of regional income spent on each good. A

new equilibrium situation is then computed on the basis of a new

transportation matrix. In order to examine the impact of reduced

transportation costs, the new equilibrium prices and quantities

are used to compute increases in national income at initial

prices. The calculations are based on a 66 percent transport

cost reduction on a link. The analysis assumes that consumers of

a certain good buy whole quantity of the good from the cheapest

supplier. Moreover, the production side is assumed to be

vertically integrated and by that virtue factor demand functions

are omitted in the model. The results of the model show that

benefits of a road improvement, measured as a rise in national

income are twice as large as the size of transport cost savings

for existing traffic.

Transport costs in Tinbergens model

Demand for transport services is a derived demand. A model

attempting to measure the benefits of a transport system

improvement must clearly specify (1) who supplies the transport

services (2) who demands the transport services and (3) what

real resources are sacrificed in the procurement of these

services.

In Tinbergens model transport costs are paid by consumers in

terms of money. Each region as a producer supplies its own good



at factory gate and as consumer it stands for the transport bill

in consuming goods bought from other regions. Who in fact

supplies the transport services, is not clear. Anyway it is not

an issue, since it can easily be assumed that transport services

are provided either by an independent transport company or also

by anyone of the regions. Nevertheless, the transport services

in Tinbergens model can be acquired without sacrificing any real

resources. For example the equilibrium quantities of goods

supplied and demanded do not contain the amounts of goods

required to finance the transport costs incurred by the con-

sumers. Transport cost is thus considered as a purely financial

transaction without any opportunity cost involved in its

provision. Moreover, the model does not take into account any

alternative costs of increased production due to reductions in

transport costs. Which makes the benefits calculation scheme a

very special case.

To develope this argument further, one may consider a two goods

and two regions simpler case, keeping in tact the basic

principles underlying the framework of the Tinbergen model.

Assume that each region produces only one good which it consumes

itself and also exports to the other region. The figure below

shows the interregicnal flows of goods (v) as well as of money

(V) as each region consumes both goods.



   

    

  

V;2 = V42 P4 + 112 V4;2

Var = P2 Va ithZI/v

svu/V21

Fig, 1 The interregional flows of goods and money

Given the initial money flow matrix, the consumer expenditures

in each region can be allocated as in the following:

Region 1's expenditures P;jv;; + Pv5; + t5jv; (1)

Region 2's expenditures P;v,», + Pjv;> + t;5V;> (2)

where

<a Ii; = quantity of good i consumed in region j

t;, = unit transport cost (money) of moving good i to region j



From (1) and (2) total expenditures on each good (pure con-

sumption and transportation) can now be computed:

on good 1 = P;vi; + P1V1i2 * ©12V12 (3)

on good 2 Pav», t+ Pa¥a1q + toiV21 (4)

Now, since the transportation cost according to Tinbergen's

model is just a financial transaction, the money amounts:

ti2*vi, and t; : v; simply disappear from the economy without

having any real impact on production and consumption. In

particular, these amounts are neither generated within the

economy nor is anything real demanded against them.

Let us now assume for the sake of simplicity, that the unit

transport cost for a good is paid in terms of a certain amount

of the same good such that interregional transports of goods,

contrary to Tinbergens model, now claim real resources. The

total demand for the goods then will be:

t; 2vV;2
for good 1 = v;; + vi; + --- (5)

P;

t21V21

P>



where the quantities v;;;, Viz;, V22 and v; in (5) and (6) stand

for pure consumption of the two goods in each region and the

last terms represent the real resources required to finance the

transport services needed by the respective region. In Professor

Tinbergen's model, this transport cost relevant demand for the

respective good is omitted as the total demand for a good is

comprised of only pure consumption. Which not only affects the

level of equilibrium quantities but also that of equilibrium

prices. This in turn has implications for the calculations of

general equilibrium benefits of road improvement in his model,

with a considerable overestimate of the benefits as the con-

sequence. The same principle of treating transport costs as a

purely financial transaction is also used in several other

studies, take for example the one below.

Bos and Koyck (1961) demonstrated Tinbergen's method in a

practical example. It can be shown that the conclusions of their

study are contingent upon the crucial price determination

equation for good 1 which is:

where

U = a given parameter reflecting the profit margins

P> = the given price of good

P; = endogenously determined price of good 1

unit transport cost of moving good 1 to region 2.ct H NW

II
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The model assumes that transports of good 1 to region 2 are

carried out by region 2 which, in turn, should generate incomes

for region 2. However, no such incomes for region 2 are taken

into account which makes transport services a "Manna from

Heaven" .

Tinbergen's model revised

In the following, Tinbergens calculation scheme is revised by

specifying transport costs as a loss of real resources. It is

then shown that by recalculating the scheme, the Tinbergen

multiplier may be reduced considerably.

The simple illustration above of the model of two goods and two

regions has been used to pinpoint in a straightforward way the

most important factor underlying the conclusions drawn in

Tinbergens study. I have revised his calculation scheme by

specifying transport costs in his model in the similar way as

demonstrated in the simple two goods and two regions model. In

the following, the new equilibrium prices and quantities before

and after the road improvement are computed according to the

revised model of scheme 1. The corresponding equilibrium prices

and quantities according to the original Tinbergen model are

also given for comparison below:
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Equilibrium prices according to original model

Initial: På = 1.0, P, = 1.0, På = 1.0, P,? = 1.1,

P43 = 1.0

Post improvement: P1; = 0.95, P, = 0.95, P34 = 0.98,

P42 Se 1.04, P43 -- 0.97

where P,2 and P,° stand for different producer prices of good 4

which is produced in region 2 as well as in region 3.

Equilibrium prices according to the revised model
 

Initial: P1 -= 1.091, P2 -- 1.092, P3 f 1.116,

P42 -= 1.216, P43 = 1.094

Post improvement: P1 ~ 1.021, P2 -- 1.045, P3 -= 1.059,

P,Z = 1.117, På? = 1.045

Equilibrium quantities according to the original model 

Initial: V1 C= 108, V2 lige 55, V3 -- 78, V42 s 17.3,

V43 -- 10

Post improvement: v; = 119, v, = 57, va = 86, v,? = 6.4,

V43 -- 22.9
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Equilibrium quantities according to the revised model

Initial: v; = 110, v, = 55, v, = 81, v,? = 17,

Post Improvement: vi = 117.6, v, = 57.4, va = 85, v,? = 6

V43 = 22

The general equilibrium measure of road improvement benefits is

the rise in national product evaluated at initial prices in the

Tinbergen model. The national income increase is computed as in

the following:

Tab.1 Increase in national product at initial prices, as a

consequence of reduction in unit transport costs according

to the original model (scheme I)

 

 

Supply Initial Final Change in Initial Change in

center Good volume volume volume prices national

income

1 1 108 119 + 11 1 + 11

2 2 28 > 7 + 2 1 + 2

3 3 78 86 + 8 1 + 8

2 44 17.3 6.4 - 11 1.1 - 12.1

3 «1 10 22.9 + 13 1 + 13

 

Total + 21.9
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The transport cost savings for existing or initial traffic

measured on the improved road link according to the original

model is:

40 36

Transport cost savings = |-+ - - 0.2 = 11.6

1.3 1.3

A comparison between the transport cost savings for initial

traffic and the increase in the national income shows that the

latter is almost double the size of the former. Tinbergen has

expressed this relation in terms of the ratio of national income

change to the transport cost savings for initial traffic

(Tinbergens multiplier). In this case the multiplier amounts to

1.9 which in other words means that transport cost savings as a

measure of welfare change due to a transport improvement,

substantially underestimates the general equilibrium measure of

the benefits.

A similar analysis can now be conducted on the basis of the

equilibrium prices and quantities computed by the revised model.

The increase in national income according to the revised model

is calculated as in the following:
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Tab.2 Increase in national product at initial prices as a

consequence of reduction in transport costs (revised

 

 

 

model)

Supply Initial Final Change in Initial Change in

center Good volume volume volume prices national

income

1 1 110 117. 6 + 7.6 1.091 + 8.3

2 2 55 57.4 + 2.4 1.092 + 2.6

3 3 81 85 + 4 1.116 + 4.5

2 4 17 6 - 11 1.216 - 13.4

3 4 9 22 + 13 1.094 + 14.2

Total + 16.2 

The transport cost savings for existing traffic in this case can

be computed according to the following:

Transport cost savings for the existing traffic from region 1 to

region 3 = (1.3-1.1) +- 1.091 - 28.4 = 6.2

Transport cost savings for the existing traffic from region 3 to

region 1 =

(1+3 - 1-1) - 1.116 - 24+-8 = 5.5

Total transport cost savings = 6.2 + 5.5 = 11.7

The calculations based upon the revised model clearly show that

the difference between the increase in national income and the

transport cost savings for existing traffic have been con-

siderably reduced. The Tinbergen multiplier in this case has

reduced to 1.37 as compared to 1.9 in the case of original

model.
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Benefits to generated traffic

Here, it may be pointed out that Tinbergen did not consider

gains to generated traffic in his model. If one also takes into

account the benefits associated with the generated traffic then

the discrepancy between the partial analysis measure of benefits

(i.e. transport cost savings and gains to generated traffic) and

the general equilibrium benefit measure (national income

increases) is reduced still further.

Benefits to generated traffic according to the revised model can

be calculated as in the following:

Benefits to generated traffic = 0.5 x 0.2 x 1.094 x 1.04 = 1.1

Total benefits according to the partial analysis = 11.7 + 1.1 =

12.8.

Thus the true multiplier computed on the basis of these

16,2
 figures is equal to = 1.27.

12.8

It follows that the extent to which the partial analysis benefit

measure underestimates the rise in national income is very much

smaller compared to Tinbergens original calculation scheme. The

results of the original and the revised models may now be

summarized in the table below.
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Tab . 3 Summary and comparison of the results

Model TCS GGT PE ANIL TM TM*

original |11.6 0 11.6 21 . 9 1.9 -
 

revised 11.7 1.1 12 . 8 16 . 2 1.38 1.27
         

where

TCS = transport cost savings for existing traffic

GGT = gains to generated traffic

PE = partial analysis benefit measure which is equal to the sum

of TCS and GGT

ANI = increase in national income

TM = Tinbergens multiplier which is equal to ANI/TCS

TM* = True multiplier defined as the ratio: ANI/PE

The results of the two models given in the table above show that

the original "Tinbergen multiplier" of 1.9 has been reduced to

1.27 on the basis of the recalculation of the scheme according

to the revised model. However, a considerable discrepancy

between the two measures still remains and must be explained. A

question to be asked is what determines the remaining gap?
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Explaining the remaining gap

The static general equilibrium model used by Tinbergen

characterizes a perfect market economy. The model assumes that

all phases in the production of final goods are vertically

integrated and therefore no factor demand equations are

incorporated in the model. Any increase in production, ceteris

paribus, would in fact be associated with increased demand for

the factors, for example labour, leading to a certain loss of

leisure. Tinbergens calculation scheme does not take into

account such opportunity cost of increased production.

Hussain and Jansson (1990) developed an interregional applied

general equilibrium model of a multiregional economy to analyse

similar problems to that addressed in Tinbergen (1957) . The

model also contains supply and demand functions for labour

reflecting similar production supply elasticities to those used

by Tinbergen. The results of their perfect market economy model

show that increases in national income due to road improvements

overestimate (PE) by an amount which is equivalent to the loss

of leisure as a consequence of increased production. For a 50 %

reduction in the unit transport costs the value of loss of

leisure amounts to 19 percent of the increase in national income

in their model.

By comparison the gap between the (PE) and the ANI, according to

Tinbergen's model, amounts to about 21 % of the increase in

national income, for a 66 % reduction in unit transport costs.

From this it can be learnt that the increase in national income
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due to road improvement, according to Tinbergen's model must be

adjusted for the opportunity cost involved in the process of

increased production. Which, in turn, implies the equivalence

between (PE) and ANI.

Conclusions

Thus, in the light of the above analysis, it may be concluded

that the results of Professor Tinbergen's calculation scheme

crucially depend on two assumptions namely (1) transport

services can be acquired in his model without any sacrifice of

real resources and (2) no opportunity costs are involved in the

process of increased production due to reductions in transport

costs. The adjustment of these factors in the model shows that

the net increase in national income computed by the calculation

scheme becomes equal to the transport cost savings for existing

or initial traffic plus gains to newly generated traffic.
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